Red Skin Syndrome: Stop The Suffering

A continual avalanche of new and long-suffering “eczema” patients who have found me over the internet has prompted me to begin a new website and daily blog. The simple fact is that these patients are unique and identifiable through many simple and time-tested methods. They do NOT have eczema but instead are manifesting symptoms of another kind.

The doctors that these patients have seen believe that they are treating chronic eczema when indeed they do not recognize that their patients have severe vasodilation and redness from the steroids that they themselves are prescribing! Their patients have developed Red Skin Syndrome (RSS) and a topical steroid addiction (TSA) from using the increasing amounts and strengths of the corticosteroids prescribed to help them.

The time has come for eczema societies and physicians to stop exposing these patients to dangerous misguided therapies.

I will dismiss detrimental recommendations, invalid explanations, and other faulty advice and on the part of many physicians.

I will discuss the appropriate methods to make the right diagnosis that will lead to a CURE for Red Skin Syndrome.

The blog will be based on my life experience and medical practice solving the problem of Red Skin Syndrome one patient at a time over the past 35 years. The content of each blog will address a specific topic in the scientific understanding of Red Skin Syndrome and the ordeal of topical steroid addiction that so many patients continue to experience. There will be ongoing commentary on the misdirected myths and the often misguided medical advice and therapies that exist on the topic including raising caution about enlisting patients into new drug studies that are treating the wrong diagnosis and can potentially cause even more harm to patients.

My goal is to end the current tragedy of needless patient suffering. It may take the patient months or even years to recover but the reward is a lasting cure.

--

Thank you from the bottom of our families hearts for the work you do and the help you provide Rss sufferers. My daughter is fully healed and would never be living the life she is now with out the Rss community and your involvement in that. Today she turned 7 and has perfect skin and is able to enjoy being eczema free.

Kirsten Lyle

DIAGNOSES & DERMATOLOGICAL TERMS CONCERNING ‘RED’ PATIENTS

- Red Skin Syndrome
- RSS (Red Skin Syndrome)
- TSA (Topical Steroid Addiction)
- Steroid Addiction
- Steroid Withdrawal
- Eczema
- Atopic Dermatitis
- Red Scrotum Syndrome
- Vulvodynia (Painful & burning in the vulvar area of women)
- Atrophoderma (Thinning of the skin)
The man who goes alone can start today; but he who travels with another must wait until that other is ready, and it may be a long time before they get off.

― Henry David Thoreau
consistently strong efficacy across all patient groups in a new analysis from the Landmark 52 week CHRONOS trial. "Dupilumab with concomitant topical corticosteroids improved signs and symptoms of atopic dermatitis compared with placebo injections regardless of age, sex, BMI, or prior history of asthma, allergic rhinitis or food allergies." "Indeed, he quipped, that the biologic proved to be boring in its broad effectiveness." VERY INTERESTING says Rapaport. 1. Why are all the patients still on steroids if this is a wonder drug? This is a very poorly organized protocol - in fact outrageous compared to well done studies in the past. 2. What does he mean by strong efficacy? - that always meant to bettering the disease. 3. What does he mean by broad efficacy? - that always meant to effectiveness? "Dupilumab with concomitant topical corticosteroids improved signs and symptoms of atopic dermatitis compared with placebo injections regardless of age, sex, BMI, or prior history of asthma, allergic rhinitis or food allergies." "Indeed, he quipped, that the biologic proved to be boring in its broad effectiveness."
For in-office or telemedicine appointments call 310-274-4401 ext "25" - Ask for Kristina I.

We see appointments at Rapaport Dermatology in Beverly Hills. Directions to the office can be found on the website.
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